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DIABETES
BRACELET

Any user who
suffers from
diabetes, any

gender or age.

The bracelet is
used on the

wrist.

Golden or
metallic

bracelet with
electric system

inside which
shows the data.

Created in a
collaboration with

the brand
Swarovski.

Promoted as any
other Swarovski

jewel but pointing
out its medical

use.

The bracelet
provides

insulin
injections.

The insulin
injection must be

changed every
three days, and so
does the needle to

check the blood
levels.

Both the insulin and
the needle are

manually screwed
and unscrewed to

the bracelet.

Sold in all the
Swarovski retail

stores and
department

stores.

The bracelet
shows the

glucose and
insulin levels in

the blood.

Different
sizes

according to
the user.

3 sizes, for
teens, young

adults and
adults

It can be
personalized

(either the size
or the name

which can be
engraved)

Works as a
distinctive of a

person with
diabetes

A percentage of
the earnings is

donated to
diabetes research

The
beauty of

help





Persona
Social level C+ 
and over.
-40 years old user.
-Well educated with a stable job and salary,
conscious about her health.
-She has a healthy life style even though she
suffers from diabetes by inheritance.
-She lives in a house in Lomas.
-She owns a restaurant.
-She spends her weekends out with family and
friends, loves doing outdoor works as gardening
and exercising.



Umbrella
concept
•The beauty of help

•Give to receive 

•The power in the
hand of all

The beauty of help

The concept reflect, first, the idea of
helping as a positive thing comparing it
to the beauty word. And second, the
word itself "beauty" in reference to a
piece of jewel which its normally
described as that.
Also the concept explains why helping
is good, and how can it can be done in a
way that it gives as a result a double
benefit, to the user as to the cause.



Questions

•Could health be treated in an aesthetic way?

•Is suffering from diabetes humiliating or embarrassing?

•Could design improve the existing treatments for diabetes?

•Is it important to invest in diabetes research? 

•Does people invest in aesthetic when it comes to health?



Field research

The diabetes bracelet its a concept developed for patients
Suffering from diabetes with a need of taking care of
themselves in an easy and more practical way. 
What my product provides to the client is a fashionable way
of making the diabetes treatment into an aesthetic accessory
from which not only can provide health, bus also an
embracing piece of jewelry.

The project



Competition

Tous
A jewelry store that represents a 
direct competition to my collaborator "Swarovski". 
They offer different types of jewels from earrings to rings.

Tienda Tous centro comercial Santafe



Aviya´s Serfaty orthopedic legs.

Aviya is an Israeli designer who has developed a new focus for orthopedic legs.
She designed different types depending of the needs and desires of woman.
"Outfeet", her project: "aims to 
transform the disadvantage to an 
advantage therefore suggesting a 
medical device as well as a fashion 
accessory".

http://www.aviyaserfaty.com/#!project-2/c1u2z https://vimeo.com/12939402



One touch Verio Blood Glucose
Monitoring System

The Verio machine, its a machine used in an easy and understandable way to
measure the glucose and sugar levels made 
for people suffering of diabetes. It helps the 
user to understand his/her health sate in 
order to provide a better result and get 
through the insulin treatments.



Interviews
Vanessa Barmak
•Could health be treated in an aesthetic way?
Sure it can.

•Is suffering from diabetes humiliating or embarrassing?
I don't feel that way, it´s a disease that i suffer even though i have
always been a healthy person.

•Could design improve the existing treatments for diabetes?
Of course, medicine field is always improving and design is a
major tool in this process. 

•Is it important to invest in diabetes research? 
Yes, anybody can suffer from diabetes so helping its in
everybody's hands. 

•Does people invest in aesthetic when it comes to health?
Yes, health begins in our life styles.
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Lisy Peres
•Could health be treated in an aesthetic way?
Yes, it rather be.

•Is suffering from diabetes humiliating or embarrassing?
No, at least not if its inherited like in my case. 

•Could design improve the existing treatments for diabetes?
I don't know much about it, but i think it might be really
helpful.

•Is it important to invest in diabetes research? 
Yes, its an important cause as well as any other disease. 

•Does people invest in aesthetic when it comes to health?
I think so, its like sports or food, people pay the most to look
their best.
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Becky Kahn

•Could health be treated in an aesthetic way?
I´m not sure because i can't picture it, but it might.

•Is suffering from diabetes humiliating or embarrassing?
No, you can't control suffering from diabetes. 

•Could design improve the existing treatments for diabetes?
Yes, there are many things still waiting to be designed. 

•Is it important to invest in diabetes research? 
Yes.

•Does people invest in aesthetic when it comes to health?
Yes, but the people with more financial resources.
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Esther Catarrivas
•Could health be treated in an aesthetic way?
Yes, Im an artist and i can see beauty and inspiration
anywhere.

•Is suffering from diabetes humiliating or embarrassing?
No deseas should be embarrasing.

•Could design improve the existing treatments for diabetes?
Of course, there are still many things to be overall with the
technology available nowdays.

•Is it important to invest in diabetes research? 
Yes, in Mexico diabetes is a huge problem and everybody is
involved. 

•Does people invest in aesthetic when it comes to health?
Yes, at least i do.
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Estephanie Zubiri
•Could health be treated in an aesthetic way?
Yes

•Is suffering from diabetes humiliating or embarrassing?
No, because i think its a disease that shouldn't be humiliating,
an that should be treat it as what it is, a disease. 

•Could design improve the existing treatments for diabetes?
No, because its a medical situation, and its not always due the
feeding, but due heritage. 

•Is it important to invest in diabetes research? 
Very important because its a disease that if its not treated can
lead to sever complications. 

•Does people invest in aesthetic when it comes to health?
Yes, because people rather what´s in the outside than in the
inside.
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Findings
Comparing the information i obtained from the interviews, i found some facts beneficial for
my research.
First of all, the woman i interviewed agreed that aesthetic is really present in many products
now days, and because of the advantages of the present, it could easily be applied in
medicine as well as it is done in another areas.
Then, none of them felt embarrassed of suffering from diabetes because they knew its not
something that people can take control of, as any other disease, it hits you wherever you
expect it or not.
Even though some of the woman were´nt really informed about the influence of design in
medicine, they mostly agreed that it could be really helpful on this area.
As the importance of the the illness itself, investing for the cure and the eradication of the
disease its as well, because, primarily its a really present situation in our country, and also
because everybody is prone to suffer from it.
Finally, the fact that now day people care as much for their interior as for their exterior,
speaks that people are constantly concerned for how they look, and trying to look better
from what they feel.



BHAG

The purpose of this project is to collect enough money to
help in substantial way a foundation against diabetes
disease in order to find a cure.



Conceptual design
As my project will be sold as a collaboration with Swarovski, it will only occupy a
showcase per store, which will be used as a promoter for the bracelet as well for the
cause. It will be also sold online in the Swarovski web site.

As its a diabetes campaign, it will have its own Instagram and Facebook social media
profiles, but it will be as well published on the swarovski´s social media accounts. 

because it will start as a mexican campaign , the goal per day for people served is an
approximate of 100 persons.

The store staff will be trained in order to get to know the diabetes disease and how it is
treated, as well as the bracelet and how does it works. And will be aware of the
foundation we are working with for finding a cure for diabetes. 

Finally, the price of the bracelet will be enough to cover its manufacture and production
cost, the external and internal expenses, the profit and a percentage for donation.



Massing
70% Window exhibition
30% Store stand.

Window exhibition 
50% Lay out exhibited information
50% Exhibiting the bracelet

Store stand
20% graphic information posters
15% Advertising images
15% furniture
20% Brochures 
30% bracelet

Priorities
1st. Priority. Curing diabetes.
2nd. priority. Selling a lifestyle.
3rd. priority. Selling jewelry.



Key words. Diabetes, jewelry, lifestyle.
Expertise. Doctors specialized in diabetes and jeweler designers.

Experience. People who have worked in diabetes machine factories.
Rates. People who can afford Swarovski products can afford the bracelet,

they can get informed via social media.
Qualified. Get an agreement between the expertise in order to develop the

best possible product.
Scope the work. Get the right division of the profits between the charity and

the investors.
Informe the client giving the best service.

Making donations to cure diabetes.





Face

Enjoy the pleasure of
living well.

Freyja bracelet.
Created and designed
for those in need of an
aesthetic lifestyle
suffering from
diabetes as an
accessory and a daily
life tool.



FREYJA

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Morbi mollis eros sapien, quis
consequat elit rutrum at. Quisque porta
ipsum id justo venenatis, eget tempor ante
vestibulum. Pellentesque habitant morbi
tristique senectus et netus et malesuada
fames ac turpis egestas. Etiam a nisl eu risus
vestibulum pellentesque ut at turpis. Nam
tincidunt, sapien vitae tincidunt consequat,
nulla felis bibendum erat, sed elementum
erat metus ac purus. Mauris est mauris,
tempus vel lorem vel, efficitur egestas sem.
Ut pretium dolor nisi, ut viverra leo tempor ac.
Aenean ultricies orci id viverra semper.

Colors

Door knob



Universal design
The project itself is taking care of preventing a health issue,
which is the diabetes, and simultanietly its giving back in order to
stop diabetes.

Diabetes research foundation
in order to prevent it.

Helping the diabetic community.



1. The user falls for the show stopper showcase.
2. The user gets inside the store.
3. The user tries on the bracelet.
4. The user gets a connection with the bracelet.
5. The user wants the bracelet.
6.The user gets informed by the personal about the
7. bracelet and its functions.
8. The user gets exited about the concept.
9. The user buys the bracelet.

Steps



Facade



Conclusion Diabetes is a huge problem so in
Mexico as in the whole world. Many
people suffer from it and many other
are exposed because of their health
condition.
Being such a huge problem it also
became an inspiration.
In the way of developing this project i
got to meet patients who suffer from
this disease which become a huge
source of inspiration and help in the
developing of it.
Finally I'm really proud of the result i
got and the message it is shearing, as
the consciousness it is trying
communicate.


